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From the bard of the Beat Generation, Jack Kerouac's Maggie Cassidy is a profoundly moving,
autobiographical novel of adolescence and first loveOne of the dozen books written by Jack
Kerouac in the early and mid-1950s, Maggie Cassidy was not published until 1959, after the
appearance of On the Road had made its author famous overnight. Long out of print, this
touching novel of adolescent love in a New England mill town, with its straight-forward narrative
structure, is one of Kerouac's most accesible works. It is a remarkable, bittersweet evocation of
the awkwardness and the joy of growing up in America.

Praise for Maggie Cassidy:"A bittersweet evocation of love, lust, and loss in small-town thirties
America." —Ann Charters"When someone asks 'Where does [Kerouac] get that stuff?' say:
'From you!' He lay awake all night listening with eyes and ears. A night of a thousand years.
Heard it in the womb, heard it in the cradle, heard it in school, heard it on the floor of life's stock
exchange where dreams are traded for gold." —Henry MillerAbout the AuthorJack Kerouac was
born in Lowell, Massachusetts, in 1922, the youngest of three children in a Franco-American
family. He attended local Catholic and public schools and won a scholarship to Columbia
University in New York City, where he first met Neal Cassady, Allen Ginsberg, and William S.
Burroughs. His first novel, The Town and the City, appeared in 1950, but it was On the Road,
published in 1957 and memorializing his adventures with Neal Cassady, that epitomized to the
world what became known as the “Beat generation” and made Kerouac one of the most best-
known writers of his time. Publication of many other books followed, among them The Dharma
Bums, The Subterraneans, and Big Sur. Kerouac considered all of his autobiographical fiction to
be part of “one vast book,” The Duluoz Legend. He died in St. Petersburg, Florida, in 1969, at the
age of forty-seven.
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Aaron, “A must read for any Kerouac fan. Everyone goes through a Kerouac phase at some
point, as I did in my late teens. During my obsessive for beatnik literature days. An obsession
that continued, with less intensity, throughout my life.This is Kerouac before the drugs and the
jazz. It's him in high school as a quarterback. Its amazing because I felt a lot of similarities in the
feelings and experiences I had in my hometown, which was also small.The book was an odd
contrast between idolisation and disappointment. Nobody seemed to know what they really
wanted. It did a good job of capturing the frustration of youth. While I prefer Kerouac going on a
bender with because his cat died, or failing at relationships because of his alcoholism, it was a
sweet touching story and really really well written. This one, a one of the lesser known works in
the opus, truly resonated with me. It almost seemed as if Lowell was my little town for awhile
there and Maggie someone I knew extremely well. A truly sad but also deeply evocative book.It's
nice to know that it's completely autobiographical, even without knowing it really, you get the
feeling that the only way it could be so real and so surreal is if it actually happened to him,
exactly the way his insane mind processed it.Possibly not my favourite book and not one of the
best pieces I've ever read. I however loved the constant nostalgia and wistfullness that
permeates the novella, and there is a tenderness in the characters that seems to come from
Kerouac's warm memories of his youth.”

Maria, “Different. Nice to see Kerouac's writing of his younger days, pre-Neal Cassady and his
life on the road. It's a relatively short novel and explores his relationship with his first serious
girlfriend "Maggie Cassidy." It was a quick and enjoyable read. I think any young male could
relate to his experiences in the book with his girlfriend and his friends.”

ercbeer, “Good book but not my favorite time period for Kerouac. Good book but not my favorite
time period for Kerouac. A lot of teenage angst. No so much intriguing thought on life and the
world.”

Candace J Fitzgerald, “Good read. Good read. JK writes like a jazz musician. Has a rhythm to it.
Ending caught me off guard with no real explanation. Keeps u thinking”

John Malkovich, “My favorite Kerouac read. On the Road, Visions of Cody, Tristessa, Dharma
Bums, well maybe not Dharma Bums, that was a good book.... haven't got a thing on Maggie
Cassidy. Reminds me of what was unattainable in my teenage years. Well written. Beautiful
piece of his work.”

James Hodges, “Five Stars. Evocative, moving and sentimental.”

Marc Bigan, “Une très belle histoire de jeunesse. En fait quand on a la cinquantaine, on ne peut



s'empecher d'avoir de la nostalgie en lisant cette histoire de gens simples et dignes. Une belle
histoire d'amour entre deux adolescents, une belle histoire familiiale et de camaraderie.”

Hutchie, “Four Stars. Gt book”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. As described, quick delivery”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Great boook”

The book by Jack Kerouac has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 105 people have provided feedback.
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